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THE GERMAN-UKRAINIAN FORUM OF YOUNG RESEARCHERS
Kyiv-Lviv-Kharkiv, 7-12 December 2017

Saturday, 9 December 2017, Kyiv

9:00 – 14:00

INFORMATION SESSION:
"FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR GERMAN-UKRAINIAN COOPERATION"

11:00 – 11:30 ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT FOUNDATION/ ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT-STIFTUNG & THE HUMBOLDT CLUB UKRAINE
• Dr Olexandra Antoniouk, Institute of Mathematics of the NAS of Ukraine/ President of the Humboldt Club Ukraine, Kyiv

11:30 – 12:00 BAVARIAN ACADEMIC CENTER FOR CENTRAL, EASTERN AND SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE/ DAS BAYERISCHE HOCHSCHULZENTRUM FÜR MITTEL-, OST- UND SÜDOSTEUROPA (BAYHOST)
• Lisa Hermsen, Coordinator of the DAAD-Project "Deutschland- und Europastudien" between the Friedrich Schiller University of Jena and the Mohyla Academy (NaUKMA)

12:00 – 12:30 OTHER FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES & TIPS ON ESTABLISHING INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS
• Dr Oksana Seumenicht, German-Ukrainian Academic Society/ MDC, Berlin

12:30 – 12:40 TESTIMONIAL OF A VISITING RESEARCHER OF THE LEIBNIZ SCIENCECAMPUS »EASTERN EUROPE – GLOBAL AREA« (EEGA) IN LEIPZIG
• Dr Svitlana Potapenko, M. S. Hrushevsky Institute of Ukrainian Archaeography and Sources Studies of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv

12:40 – 13:00 INTRODUCTION OF THE UKRAINE NETWORK & THE GERMAN-UKRAINIAN ACADEMIC SOCIETY
• Prof. Olga Garaschuk, President of the German-Ukrainian Academic Society/ University of Tübingen

13:00 – 14:00 Networking lunch

End of the Session

Information Partners:

THE COUNCIL OF YOUNG SCIENTISTS
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